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Abstract 
We present theorems concerning the relations between the discrete homotopy Conley index in 
the affine invariant subspace and the index calculated in the entire space or in the half space. Our 
basic tool is the notion of a representable index pair, i.e., an index pair composed of hypercubes. 
As an application we prove an index theorem for homeomorphisms f : lF!F x [0, fm) - W”-’ x 
[O. +o) of compact attraction. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Kquords: Discrete Conley index; Fixed point index; Permanence 
AMS classi$cation: 58GlO; 54H20 
0. Introduction 
In this paper we study continuous maps f : IR”-’ x [0, +x) + IF- x [0, +‘x) such 
that E = IFF’ x (0) is invariant under f. Let 5’ c E be an isolated invariant set for 
such an f. Then 5’ is also an isolated invariant set with respect to fly. We investigate the 
relationship between the Conley indices of 5’ with respect to f and fly. We show that if 
the unstable set of S is contained in E then these indices are the same and if the stable 
set of S is contained in E then the index with respect to f is trivial. In mathematical 
ecology a map f is said to be permanent (or uniformly persistent) when E is a repeller 
(see [6,7]). Our Theorem 2 implies that if the index of S with respect to f is nontrivial 
then there exists an z E IP x (0, CG) such that fn(z) tends to E. In particular if such a 
set S exists then f is not permanent. In the context of flows the results in this direction 
were obtained in [3,20] and [21]. It is well known [2] that if x E E is an isolated fixed 
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point of f then the fixed point index of 5 with respect to f and the fixed point index 
with respect to fly can be arbitrary integers, with the values unrelated to each other 
even for Cm maps. Using Mrozek’s result [ 1 l] we obtain the relationship between the 
fixed point indices of S with respect to f and fl E under the assumption that S is of 
attracting or repelling type. As an application we prove a fixed point index theorem for 
homeomorphisms of compact attraction. 
1. Main results 
Let (X, p) be a metric space, ,f : X + X a continuous map and K c X. We define 
the unstable and stable sets of K by 
W’“(K) = {T E X: there exists m : Zp 4 X such that a(O) = 2, 
f(a(i - 1)) = g(i) for i E Z- and lirr,p(o(i): K) = O}. 
W”(K) = {x E X: l&p(f’(.r). K) = O}. 
For an isolated invariant set S with respect to f the discrete Conley index of S will be 
denoted by h(S, f! X) (the next section explains what we mean by the Conley index). 
Fix n E N and let Ry = IV-’ x [0, ZG) and E = I@“-’ x (0). 
In Section 4 we shall prove the following two theorems 
Theorem 1. Suppose that f : X + X (X = lRT or iRn) is a continuous map such that 
f(E) c E and S c E is an isolated invariant set for f such that W”(S) c E. Then 
h(S,f;X) = h(S,fl~,E). 
Theorem 2. Suppose that f : IQ + IRl; is a continuous map such that f(E) C E and 
S c E is an isolated invariant setfi>r .f satisfying II’“(S) C E. Then h(S, f ~ Iw;) = 0. 
2. Preliminaries 
R, Z, Z+, Z- and W will denote the sets of real, integer, nonnegative integer, nonpos- 
itive integer and natural numbers, respectively. We shall consider sequences indexed by 
either W or Z. Sequences of the latter type will be referred to as double-sided sequences. 
For a pair P = (PI, P2) of compact sets, by Pt /Pz we denote the pointed space 
resulting from PI when the points of P2 are identified to a single distinguished point, 
denoted by [Pz]. titop will stand for the homotopy category of pointed topological 
spaces. For a basepoint preserving map g its homotopy class will also be denoted by g. 
This ambiguity should not cause misunderstanding. 
Let X denote a fixed locally compact metric space and f be a continuous map of 
X into itself. For a given the set N c X, by Invf N, Invf N and Invf N we shall 
denote the positively invariant, negatively invariant and invariant part of N relative to 
f, respectively, defined by (see [ 15, Section 31) 
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InvfN= {zEX: f”(z) ENforalliEZ+}: 
Invi N = { 5 E X: there exists u : Zp + N such that 
a(O) = 2 and f(g(i - 1)) = a(i) for i E Z-}, 
Invf N = Invf+ N n Invy N. 
A set S is said to be invariunt if f(S) = S. This is easily seen to be equivalent to 
S = Invf S. S is called an isolated invariant set if it admits a compact neighborhood N 
such that S = Invf N. Such a neighborhood N is then called an isolating neighborhood 
ofS. 
Now, let us recall the definition of the categoq of objects equipped with a morphism 
(see [18] for details) over a given category K, denoted by K,,,. Put 
Ob(K,,) = {(X, a): X E Oh(K) and o E MorK(X, X)} 
and 
Moric,,, ((X. 0); (X’. a’)) = M((X, o), (X’, a’))/ = 
where 
M((X, a)% (X’, cy’)) = (0 E Morx(X, X’): /? 0 Q = 0’ 0 /T} X Z+ 
and E is the equivalence relation in the above set defined by 
The morphism represented by (,!3, d) E M( (X, CY), (X’, 0’)) will be denoted by [p. d]. 
The composition of morphisms in K,, is defined by 
[8’, d’] 0 [a. d] = [p’ o /I?, d’ + d]. 
In the sequel we shall use the notation [X, a] for the class of all objects in KY,, isomorphic 
to an object (X, a). 
Any morphism in ‘Ftto;o being the homotopy class of a constant map will be denoted 
by 0. The trivial isomorphism class in ‘Fltop, will be denoted in the same way, i.e., we 
put 0 = [C, 0] w h ere C is any pointed space. This class is independent of the choice of 
C. This notation is ambiguous, but it will always be clear from context what is meant 
by 0. We note that [X, N] = 0 if and only if am = 0 for some m E Zf. 
In order to assign an index to each isolated invariant set, we need the notion of an 
index pair. 
Definition 1. A compact pair P = (PI, Pz) of subsets of N will be called an index pair 
for an isolated invariant set S (with respect to f) iff the following three conditions are 
satisfied. 
(i) S = Invf cl(Pl \ PI) C int(P, \ Pz), 
(ii) .~(PI \ p2) c 8, 
(iii) f(P2) n PI c P2. 
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For an index pair P = (PI, Pl), f induces the continuous map f~ : PI lP2 4 PI /I’2 
which will be called the in&x map (cf. [ 10,16,18]). The (homotopy) Conley index of 
S, denoted by h(S, f, X) is defined as the class of all objects in the ‘HFttop,,, category 
isomorphic to (PI/P*, fp). Th’. 1 19 c ass can be shown to be independent of the choice of 
an index pair P for S. 
In the sequel we shall use the following simple 
Proposition 3. Let (Y, g) he an object in FtFtto;r,,,, Y’ a subspuce of Y contuining the 
distinguished point and g’ : Y + Y a continuous map. Assume that g(Y’) C Y’, g’(Y) C 
Y’ and, for some m E Z+, g”‘” is homotopic to g’ relative to Y’. Then, the objects (Y, g) 
and (Y’,g) are isomorphic in ‘Mop,,,,,,, where g : Y’ + Y’ denotes the restriction of g 
to Y’. 
Proof. Consider the following two morphisms in Rtop,: 
[i, 01 :(Y’> 9) - (Y II)> 
[g’ 0 gm. 2m] : (Y, g) + (Y’. 5). 
where i : Y’ + Y is the inclusion map and 9’ : Y ---) Y’ is the restriction of g’. The latter 
morphism is well-defined since, by our assumptions on g and g’, 
(9’ 0 gm) 0 g = g’ 0 g 0 gn’ N y’ 0 g 0 g/ = g”” 0 ?j 0 ?j’ 
=,oy~~og’=yo,~‘og’~!/o(g’og~), 
The two morphisms turn out to be reciprocal isomorphisms, since 
2’0y’ogm=g’ogmNg 2m and $og” oi =gZm. 0 
3. Existence of representable index pairs 
Let n be a fixed natural number. For an E > 0 we define a family f2, of subsets of 
lRn by 
Q,= 
i 
fi[k~~,(Ir~+l)~]: k,EZfori,=1.2 ,.... n 
i=l I 
In what follows we shall mainly be concerned with subsets of R” being unions of 
elements of R,. Such sets will be called E-representable (or just representable if E is of 
no importance). Similarly, a pair of sets will be called representable if and only if both 
of its components are &-representable for some positive E. For an E-representable set R 
we put 
R, = {K E R,: K c R}. 
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Note that each &-representable set R is &/Al-representable for any M E N, so that the set 
R E,nl is also well-defined. For a set A c Cl, by IAl we denote the union of all elements 
of A. The aim of this section is to prove the following 
Lemma 4. Let f be a continuous map of a representable subset R ofE%” into itselj Any 
isolated invariant set for f admits a representable index pair: 
Although a proof is essentially contained in [ 191, we give it in a detailed way for the 
sake of completeness. An alternative proof can be based on [8] using the method of [ 17, 
Lemma 5.11. 
Proof. In what follows, by int, bd and cl we denote the interior, boundary and clo- 
sure relative to R. Assume R is &-representable. For any It.1 E lV let the function 
3nr : K/M + 2 Rc/,xr be defined by 
3hO-) = {L E R+l: L n f(K) # S} 
for all K E RE,nf. For a set D c R,,nf we put 
InvFA,, D = {K E &,A,: there exists a double-sided sequence {K,} c D 
such that Ka = K and Kz+l E 3~f(K~) for all i E Z}. 
Let N be an isolating neighborhood for an invariant set S. Without the loss of generality 
we can assume that N is &/M-representable for some M E W. Let us begin with showing 
that, for some k E FV, 
I InvFk-,,, N,/(M) I U f (I InvFk,,, N,/(M) I) c int N. (1) 
We show (1) by contradiction. Assume it does not hold for any k. Then, for any k E N, 
there exists a double-sided sequence {Kt} c N,,(khf) such that 
(% u f(&?)) n cl(R \ N) # 0 (2) 
and 
Kf+, E 34K:). (3) 
For each i E Z and k E IV let z$ be any point of K,“. Using the compactness of N and 
the diagonal method one can obtain a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers 
{k,} such that for each i E Z the limit 
exists. Clearly, (2) implies that either z; E cl(R \ N) or f(z$) E cl(R \ N’). Moreover, 
by (3), XT+, = f(z$). We conclude that either x,$ or 2; belongs to Invf N n cl(R \ N), 
which results in a contradiction since N was assumed to be an isolating neighborhood 
and zz E N for each i. Hence (1) is proved. 
Let 6 = E/(kM). At this point we are able to give a formula for a h-representable 
index pair for S. Let: 
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B = {K E Rg: K E .Fkllf(L) for some L E A}. 
We will finish the proof by showing that the pair 
(J3,J’2) = (If% P \ Al) 
is an index pair for 5’. We note that, by (l), P, c N. 
To begin with, notice that cl(P~ \ P2) = IAl c N, so that Invf cl(Pl \ Pz) c S. On 
the other hand, for any z E S there exists a double-sided sequence (5%) c N such that 
20 = n: and f(zi) = xi+1 for all i E Z. Let K, be any element of N6 containing zi. Then, 
KL+l E Fkbf (Ki) for all i. Therefore, KO E A. To sum up, any K E N6 containing 
z belongs to A. Therefore, z E int 1 Al, so that 5’ c int 1 Al and the condition (i) in the 
definition of the index pair follows. 
In order to show (ii), notice that for any .I: E Pi \ P2 c IAl there is a K E A such 
that x E K. By the definition of B and .Fk~f, 
f(x) E int I&M(K)] c IBl = PI 
and (ii) follows. 
It remains to prove (iii). Take any K E B \ A. We begin with showing that Fknr (K) n 
A = 0. Since K E B, there is a K’ E A with K E _F~M(K’). Assume there is a 
K” E .F~AJ (K) n A. The definition of A implies the existence of double-sided sequences 
{KI} and {K,!‘} f 1 o e ements of Nh satisfying the following conditions: Kh = K’, 
K; = K”, K;+, E .Fkn/r(Ki) and K:‘+, E 3;c~ (K:‘) for all i E Z. Define the double- 
sided sequence {K,} c N6 by 
Ki= K,“, foriElV, 
i 
KI+i fori E Z\Z+, 
K for i = 0. 
Clearly, Ki+, E F~M(K~) for all Z E Z. Hence KO = K E InvFk,,, N6 = A, which is a 
contradiction. Therefore, the following condition, even stronger that (iii), holds 
W2) n WI \ p21 c IAI n f(lB \ Al) 
c )JA (Al n int IFknt(K)I = 0. 0 (4) 
4. Proofs of the main theorems 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let f : X ---f X be a continuous map such that f(E) c E, where 
X = IR; or JR”. Let S be an isolated invariant set for f such that W”(S) c E. By 
Lemma 4 there exists an &-representable index pair P = (Pi, P2) for S for some E > 0. 
Let Y = PjlP2, g = fp, 
Y. = {[z] E Y: x E (W--I x [--~/2,~/2]) n PI} u { [P2]}, 
Y’={[2] EY: XEE~P,}U{[P~]}. 
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Note that the distinguished point is added in an artificially-looking way in order to deal 
properly with the case of P2 being disjoint with E. Notice that by c-representability of 
P, Y’ is a strong deformation retract of I/o with a deformation T: Yo x [0, l] + Y given 
by 
.([z&22> . . . . Z&t) = [z:,;z, >...( .rn_,,(l-t)&]. 
Since W”(S) c E, there is an m E W such that g”“(Y) c Yu. To see this, for Ic E N 
define 
Fk = {z E X: there is a r~ E X such that fi(~) E cl(Pt \ P2) 
fori=O,l:....Icandf”(y)=:r}. 
Clearly, 
n Fk = Invf d(pl \ P2) C w”(s) C E. 
kEN 
Since {Fk} is a decreasing sequence of compact sets, there is an m E N such that F, C 
II%“-’ x [--~/2, ~/2], which results in g”(Y) c Yu. Now, one can apply Proposition 3 
with g’ = rt o gm, where rt : Yu -+ Y is defined by ~1 (y) = r(1~, I), to show that (Y> g) 
and (Y’.g) (g is the restriction of g) are isomorphic in aFttop,. Hence, 
h(S> f> X) = [Y, g] = [Y’, g] = h(S, fl.c, E). q 
Before we prove Theorem 2 let us make one remark. At first look Theorem 2 appears 
to be essentially obvious. Why should not one just check that an arbitrarily small pertur- 
bation of the form fE(z) = f(z) + ten, where e, is the normal vector of the boundary, 
destroys the isolated invariant set S and use the continuation invariance of the Conley 
index? However, there is an error in this reasoning: we cannot be sure that the invariant 
set for the perturbed map is indeed an empty set. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let f : IQ 4 IQ be a continuous map leaving E invariant and 
S be an isolated invariant set of f such that W’(S) C E. Let P = (Pi, P2) be an 
E-representable index pair for S. Put Y = PI/P*, g = fp, V/O = [Pz] E Y and 
Y* = {[z] E Y: z E (EF-I x [E/2> 03)) n P,} u { [P2]}. 
One easily sees that Y, is mapped by g m into the distinguished point for some m E N 
(if it was not, then for each m there would exist an 5, E E”-’ x [&/2! x) with 
f”(z,) E PI \ P2 for i = 0, 1, . : m. Clearly, any accumulation point of the {zVL} 
sequence is an element of Inv: cl(Pt \ P2) C W’(S) and, at the same time, is not 
contained in E. This is a contradiction.) Notice that Y, is a strong deformation retract 
of Y. Indeed, a deformation T : Y x [0, 1] --f Y can be defined by 
T([5,,22,. . :~],t) = [21:22,...:ICn-l,max(Zn,t~/2)]. 
Let F = r(., 1). Since gm 0 T(Y) = g”“(Y*) = {~a}, 
g 
nL+I _ -g~ogNg~orog=0. 
Thus, h(S, f, X) = [Y,g] = 0. 0 
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5. An application 
Let us recall the relationship between the Conley index and the fixed point index 
first. In what follows, by H* we shall denote a cohomology functor with coefficients 
in the field of rational numbers. An isomorphism class of objects in Ktop, is said to 
be of finite type if and only if it for any of its representatives (or equivalently, for one 
of its representatives) (Y,g) there exists a k: E W such that the graded vector subspace 
Im N*(g)” of H*(Y) is of finite type (cf. [17, Section 41). For such a class Z we define 
its LeJschetz number, denoted by A(Z) by 
A(I) = A(gO*) = F(-I)q try:, 
q=o 
where by g: we denote the graded endomorphism of Im H*(g)” being the restriction 
of H*(g). It can be shown that the right-hand side does not depend on the choice of 
(Y? g) and k. The following theorem, which is a very special case of [I 1, Theorem 41, 
can easily be obtained as a corollary of Lemma 4. 
Theorem 5. If f is a continuous map of a representable set R c R” into itself and S 
is an isolated invariant set,fr,r f then h(S: f, R) is ofjinite type and 
ind(f, S) = A(h(S. f, R)) 3 
where by ind(f. S) we denote the fixed point index off on the interior of any isolating 
neighborhood of S. 
Proof (Sketch). Take a representable index pair P = (PI, P2) for S, constructed in 
Lemma 4. Since h(S, f, R) = [PI /Pz. jp] and H*(& /Pz) is of finite type, the index is 
of finite type. 
Consider the semidynamical system JP on PJ / Pz treated as a topological space, not a 
pointed space (TP is induced by the index map fp). Let 7r : PI 4 Pi /Pz be the projection 
map, T(X) = [z]. Clearly, r(S) is an isolated invariant set for TP and, since the dynamics 
of f around S and the dynamics of 7, around T(S) are topologically equivalent (n is 
a local conjugacy on a small neighborhood of S), 
ind (T,, T(S)) = ind(.f, S). 
Moreover, (4) implies that the distinguished point [Pz] has a neighborhood which is 
mapped by fP into [&I. Therefore, it is an isolated fixed point of index 1. We conclude 
that 
ind(S, S) = ind (fr! rr(S)) = ind(TP, PI /Pz) - ind (fp: [Pz]) 
= A(H*&)) - 1 = A(H*(fp)) = A(h(S, f, R)). 0 
For the rest of this section, fix a continuous map f of Ry into itself such that f(E) C E. 
An isolated invariant set S c E will be called of attracting type if W’“(S) C E and of 
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repelling @pe if W’(S) c E. As an immediate consequence of Theorems 1, 2 and 5 we 
obtain the following 
Corollary 6. Ij’S is of attracting type then ind(f, 5’) = ind(f JE. S). vit is of repelling 
Qpe then ind(f. S) = 0. 
Recall that the map f is of compact attraction if and only if there exists a compact 
set A such that for every 2 E ET the w-limit set of z intersects A. For such an f, the 
set Fix(f) of all its fixed points can be shown to be compact and of index 1 (the second 
statement is a special case of the normalization property of the fixed point index proven 
in [5]). Also, Fix(f) n E, being the set of all fixed points of SIE, is compact and of 
index 1 with respect to fly. 
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 7. Assume that f is of compact attraction and 
Fix(f) c A u R u K, 
where A, R, K are pairwise disjoint isolated invariant sets, A c E is of attracting vpe, 
R c E is of repelling Qpe and K n E = 0. Then 
ind(S, K) + ind(fjE, A) = 1 
and 
ind(f, K) = ind(fls, R). 
Proof. Additivity of the fixed point index yields: 
1 = ind(f. K) + ind(f, A) + ind(f> R) 
and 
1 = ind(flE. A) + ind(flE, R). 
By Corollary 6 
ind(flE, A) = ind(f. A) 
and 
ind(f, R) = 0. 
Obviously, Theorem 7 follows from these identities. 0 
Remark 8. The same problem for flows on IL%: was first investigated by A. Capietto 
and B.M. Garay [3]. Their approach works only for flows induced by a vector field and 
some special isolated invariant sets called saturated. By application of the time duality 
of the Conley index [ 141, results of [20] extend work Capietto and Garay to the case of 
any continuous flow and attracting and repelling type sets. Actually, Corollary 15 and 
Theorem 16 in [20] is a special case of our Theorem 7 and Corollary 6, by results of [ 121. 
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Theorem 9. Let f be as above. Let S be an isolated invariant set (not necessarily 
contained in E). Suppose that h(S, f. RT) # 0. Then either there exists x E IR; \ E 
such that W(X) n E # 0 or there exists a compact invariant set 5’1 which is contained in 
E%n+\E. 
Proof. Suppose that 
Vx E IR”, \ E U(Z) n E = @. (5) 
We have to show that there exists compact invariant set 5’1 such that S1 n E = 8. Suppose 
that S c E. From (5) follows that 117”(S) c E. From this and Theorem 2 we obtain 
h(S, f, !I%?) = 0, which is in contradiction with our assumptions. So we proved that S 
is not contained in E. 
Let us take z E S \ E. Obviously SI : = d(x) is nonempty compact invariant set. 
From (5) follows that SI n E = @. This finishes the proof. 0 
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